A mathematical model of the double-pipe system with TBCs application
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Abstract. Following Rankine's cycle efficiency, steam with ever-higher parameters is used to improve the efficiency of advanced ultra-supercritical power plants. The high steam parameters require the use of expensive high-alloy steels. Therefore, design concepts with reduced investment costs are more and more popular. In the power industry, the use of thermal barrier coatings to protect components exposed to high temperatures is becoming ever more common. The innovative concept is a double-pipe system with a thermal barrier that provides insulation for the primary pipe, in which ultra-supercritical steam flows. On the outside, the pipe is cooled by lower performance steam. The following paper presents a two-dimensional mathematical model of the proposed solution. A set of heat transfer equations allows the determination of the temperature field in the steady and transient-state operation of such a system. The numerical model is compared with the CFD one. The temperature gradient in the inner pipe wall with and without coating was determined. In addition, the response of the wall temperature to the step-change of the steam temperature was investigated. The paper shows that the use of TBCs allows reducing high-alloy steels and improving the handling properties of thick-walled components.

1 Introduction

The basic cycle that describes the maximum theoretical efficiency of the conversion thermal energy to the mechanical one is the Carnot cycle. Its efficiency depends on the upper temperature of the heat source and the temperature of the lower heat source, where heat is transferred as in Eq. (1):

\[ \eta = 1 - \frac{T_L}{T_H} \]  

(1)

In classical power plants, where the working fluid is steam, the conversion of thermal to mechanical energy is described by the Rankine cycle. This cycle is practically the same as that proposed by Carnot, due to technical difficulties, the compression of a medium, which is a mixture of both liquid and vapour, to a state in which it is a saturated liquid, is impossible. Hence, the compression in the liquid state is considered \cite{1,2}. Another difference is the heat transfer from the upper (or to the lower) heat source at a constant pressure. Other thermodynamic processes are not affected. According to Eq. (1), the efficiency of the cycle can be improved by rising the upper heat source temperature \( T_H \) or lowering the lower heat source temperature \( T_L \). In the Rankine cycle, the lowering of the temperature \( T_L \), which is also a temperature of the condensation, is achieved by expanding the working fluid to a pressure below atmospheric. Nevertheless, such a solution is constrained by the ambient temperature \cite{2}. The increase in temperature of the upper heat source is a better solution, however, as the temperature rises, the steam pressure must also be increased and additional reheating must be applied. This procedure, also named carnotisation of the cycle, not only increases its efficiency but also avoids the steam condensation on the last stages of the turbine and delivery of the superheated steam to the condenser as well. For temperatures above 540 °C, each 4.7% increase in steam temperature yields a 1.4% increase in efficiency, while the same increase in pressure gives only a 0.3% improvement \cite{2}. Increasing steam parameters, higher Rankine cycle efficiencies have enabled power plants to be distinguished into the following categories:

- subcritical units with steam parameters: 16-17 MPa, 540°C and 38% efficiency;
- supercritical units with steam parameters: 22-24 MPa, 600-615°C and 45% efficiency;
- ultra-supercritical units with steam parameters 26 MPa, 620°C, 42-46% efficiency;
- advanced ultra-supercritical units: 35 MPa, 700-760°C, with an efficiency above 50%.

Higher operating parameters have pushed materials engineering to create materials that have higher creep strength and oxidation resistance. Numerous research projects have led to the development of new materials for the energy industry. Thus, four main groups of materials can be distinguished, i.e. low-alloy steels, high-alloy martensitic steels, chromium-nickel steels with austenitic structure and nickel superalloys. Low alloy steels are
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mainly used for the construction of sub-critical boilers. The operation of components exposed to higher temperatures and pressures will require martensitic steels. In the case of supercritical and ultra-supercritical boilers, a relatively large part of the pressure components is based on high-alloy steels. It is also needed to use nickel superalloys, which considerably raises the total cost of the investment. Table 1 shows the share of materials in boiler components for given operating parameters. Further raising the steam parameters to supercritical and ultra-supercritical yields a sharp increase in the share of expensive alloys. It should be noted that not the operating parameters but the change in boiler design has a significant impact on the above proportions. In conventional power plants with subcritical parameters, the share of the surface area for water heating, steam evaporation and steam superheating are almost identical [3,4]. On the enthalpy-entropy diagram, it can be shown that an increase of the boiler operating parameters decreases the share of surfaces responsible for water heating and evaporation. In ultra-supercritical boilers, the water preheater and evaporator surfaces are so small that the remaining area is designed for steam superheating. The share of high-alloy steels increases, and because of the shifting of these surfaces towards the flame and lack of its water cooling, it is necessary to use nickel superalloys. Cost and material constraints are forcing the industry to look for new solutions that minimise the use of expensive superalloys.

Table 1. The share of materials in boiler components for given operating parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operating parameters</th>
<th>Material group</th>
<th>18 MPa</th>
<th>28.5 MPa</th>
<th>30.3 MPa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>540°C</td>
<td>600°C</td>
<td>650°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-alloy steels</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>52%</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martensitic steels</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austenitic steels</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nickel superalloys</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2 TBCs structure and its application

The desire for higher and higher performance has prompted research into solutions that will protect surfaces exposed to high temperatures from oxidation. By using a functional arrangement of two or more layers with different thermo-physical properties, and effective method of material surface protection has been obtained. With simultaneous cooling from the other side, the lifetime of the material has been increased.

2.1 TBCs structure

The low values of the thermal conductivity, low density, small modulus of elasticity facilitate reduction of thermal stresses and finally, high erosion resistance of TBCs [5] have determined that TBCs are successfully used in various branches of industry. Metal oxides such as BeO, CaO, MgO, Al₂O₃, Y₂O₃, and ZrO₂ are known for their low thermal conductivity. Thus they can act as a thermal barrier. Nevertheless, the high adhesion to the protected material, resistance to sharp temperature changes as well as oxidation resistance are additionally required from TBCs. Progress in materials engineering has made it possible to develop double-layer thermal insulation that fulfils these requirements. The most common is the two-layer system, which consists of a ceramic coating, TC (Top Coat), which prevents oxidation, and a layer BC (Bond Coat) with a metallic matrix, that improves adhesion to the surface to be coated. Furthermore, it is designed to reduce the stresses associated with different thermal expansion coefficient values [6]. The outer layer is made of ZrO₂ stabilised by Y₂O₃ (YSZ). The thickness varies from 100 µm (aircraft turbine blades) up to 2 mm (Diesel reciprocating engine) depending on the intended application [7]. As base layers, NiCoCrAlY, NiAl or NiCr are usually used. Their thicknesses are in the range of 50 to 500 µm. The thermophysical properties of the 8YSZ, NiCoCrAlY can be found in the literature [5,7,8]. Fig. 1 shows the thermophysical properties of a double-pipe system coated with TBCs.
have determined that TBCs are successfully used in stresses and finally, high erosion resistance of TBCs [5] small modulus of elasticity facilitate reduction of thermal conductivity, low density, and effective functional arrangement of two or more layers with 2 TBCs structure and its application [7]. As base layers, NiCRAlY, NiAl or NiCr (Diesel reciprocating engine) depending on the intended application [7]. As base layers, NiCRAlY, NiAl or NiCr (Diesel reciprocating engine) depending on the intended application [7].

2.2 TBCs application

TBCs are considered as the essential protection for high-temperature exposed metals. With sufficient cooling of the material, its operating temperature can be decreased up to 100-300°C [9]. The use of TBCs has increased the efficiency of aircraft turbine engines. The turbine inlet temperature was raised above the melting point of the high-alloy steels used. Along with increased efficiency, reduced emission of pollutants and an extended lifetime of the turbine blades became expected. Due to TBCs, the lifetime of civil aviation jet engines has increased up to 30000 h [9]. The paper [10] shows that the use of TBCs resulted not only in a considerable reduction of nitrogen oxides, carbon monoxide and particulates in the exhaust of a reciprocating diesel engine but most importantly in a 5% reduction in fuel consumption and an increase in the lifetime of engine equipment. It is becoming increasingly common to use TBCs in the power generation industry. In [11], the desired structure of TBCs in the case of the steam turbine blade is investigated. The author highlights the possibility of changing the performance characteristics of steam turbines when using TBCs. The authors of the paper [12] point out the option of using TBCs to cool the primary steam pipeline, with secondary steam. In this case, the inner wall of the inner pipe is covered with a protective layer.

3 Numerical modelling

Significant progress in computer technology has made it possible to use numerical methods to solve complex physical problems. Computer modelling not only simplifies the design and optimisation process but also reduces its cost. When the issue involves components with large and complex geometry or transient operating states, numerical modelling shows its advantage over other methods. The work [13] highlights the use of CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics) in the modelling process of transient operation of the superheater and its influence on material selection. The authors of [14] use computer modelling in the selection of appropriate TBCs coating thickness for different temperature ranges during turbine blade operation. The paper [12] analyses a design that uses TBCs to cool a steam pipeline in advanced ultra-supercritical power plants. The authors calculated the thermal stresses occurring in the pipe wall using a commercial heat transfer code. The results of this modelling were compared with the analytical approach that is used in the paper [15]. In [15], the thermal conductivity of the TBCs system is investigated. In the mentioned works, commercial codes were used to calculate the heat transfer processes. The work [13] highlights the main weakness of commercial software, which is the availability of computational power, especially when analysing transient states. Additionally, the heat transfer modelling at the liquid-solid boundary concerns the difficulty in the discretisation of a near-the-wall layer. It is also required to use turbulence modelling. Thus, more and more often appropriate mathematical modelling is developed to enable the analysis of the full range of device operation in the area of the considered physical problems. Such an approach is used in works [16-18]. In these works, the evaluation of the non-stationary temperature field in the various operating states of power equipment was carried out. The Galerkin method [19] was applied in the above deliberations, which made it possible to develop advanced mathematical models. This paper presents an advanced mathematical model of a double-pipe system using TBCs to cool an ultra-supercritical steam pipeline (Fig. 2). This model is a distributed parameter model. It applies variable, as a function of temperature, material properties (Fig. 1). It adopts real steam parameters (IAPWS-IF97). It makes it possible to change the input parameters and therefore to perform a full analysis of the pipeline in transient states of the boiler operation. Another advantage of this model is the use of any correlation that determines the heat transfer coefficient, which is also dependent on the input parameters. The Nusselt number correlations are often compared with experimental studies, which shows their advantage over computational fluid dynamics. The steam pipeline is a thick-walled element. Since the mathematical model is a distributed parameter model, it is possible to study the non-stationary temperature field in both radial and axial directions. A comprehensive literature review concluded that the design concept presented in [12] does not have unsteady-state investigations. There are also no mathematical models that concern this design concept. The studies in the literature on transients of axisymmetric pipelines usually simplify the analysis to a one-dimensional case, which shows the advantages of the developed model. In addition, the model allows for a shorter computation time. With this model, issues related to material strength and heat transfer can be considered. The simulation of boiler characteristics will allow us to fully understand the effect of TBCs coatings on the reduction of thermal stresses and the increase of the fatigue strength of thick-walled boiler components.
Fig. 2. The scheme of TBCs application for the cooling of ultra-supercritical steam pipeline: 1- ultra-supercritical steam, 2- top coat (TC), 3- bond coat (BC), 4- internal tube (T2), 5- subcritical steam, 6- external tube (T2), 7- insulation.

Furthermore, it will enable the selection of appropriate coating parameters. Further testing of thick-walled boiler components with TBCs coatings will enable the development of procedures by which boiler start-up or shut-down time can be reduced. This is important at a time when the power grid system is more and more dependent on renewable energy sources.

3.1 A mathematical model of the double-pipe system with TBCs application

The scheme depicted in Fig. 2 may be presented in discrete form as in Fig. 3. The structure of the mathematical model is based on the differential heat conduction equation Eq. (2), by which it is possible to determine the temperature of any node.

$$\rho(T)c(T) \frac{dT}{dt} = \frac{1}{r} \frac{\partial}{\partial r} \left( r k \frac{\partial T}{\partial r} \right) + \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left( k \frac{\partial T}{\partial x} \right)$$  (2)

For the \(i,j\) node representing the solid domain (Fig. 4), the corresponding heat balance (Eq. 3) can be written. The heat balance of the \(i,j\) node (Eq. 4), which is located on the surface of the element (Fig. 5), is similar. Nevertheless, Newton's law of cooling must be applied. If we consider fluid as continuous if steam mass flow rate does not change along the channel, and finally if there is no friction, we can define the conservation of energy equation for the \(i,j\) node of the steam finite volume element, Fig 6., Eq. (5). Newton's cooling law should also be used in this case. Eqs (3-5) can be combined into a set of differential equations with time derivatives and solved using the Runge-Kutta method. The heat transfer coefficient, that appears in eqs (4) and (5) is derived from the correlation (6) and (7) proposed by Taler [27]. Eq. (6) refers to the undeveloped flow, Eq. (7) is valid for the finite channel length and developed velocity profile. Range its application: \(0.1 \leq Pr \leq 1000, 2300 \leq Re \leq 10^6\).
finite channel using the Runge-Kutta method. The heat transfer of differential equations with time derivatives and solved be used in this case. Eqs (3-5) can be combined into a set element, Fig 6. Eq. (5). Newton’s cooling law should also equation for the does not change along the channel, and finally if there is we consider fluid as continuous if steam mass flow rate Nevertheless, Newton’s law of cooling must be applied. If the surface of the element (Fig. 5), is similar.

For the conduction equation Eq. (2), by which it is possible to mathematical model is based on the differential heat discrete form as in Fig. 3. The structure of the system with TBCs application 3.1 A mathematical model of the double-pipe

![Figure 5. Solid-fluid element node location.](image)

![Figure 6. Steam element.](image)

\[
\frac{dT_{i,j}}{dt} \Delta x \left[ \left( \frac{r_i + r_{i+1}}{2} \right)^2 - r_i^2 \right] \rho_i c_i(T_{i,j}) = \\
\Delta x \left( \frac{T_i + T_{i+1}}{2} \right) k_{ij} \frac{T_{i+1,j} - T_{i,j}}{r_{i+1} - r_i} + \\
\frac{1}{\Delta x} \left( \frac{T_i + T_{i+1}}{2} \right)^2 - r_i^2 \right] k_{ij} \frac{T_{i+1,j} - T_{i,j}}{r_{i+1} - r_i} + \\
\frac{1}{\Delta x} \left( \frac{T_i + T_{i+1}}{2} \right)^2 - r_i^2 \right] k_{ij} \frac{T_{i+1,j} - T_{i,j}}{r_{i+1} - r_i} + \\
2\tau \Delta x h_{i-1} \left( T_{i-1,j} - T_{i,j} \right)
\]

\[
\pi \Delta x r_i^2 \rho_i c_i(T_{i,j}) \frac{dT_{i,j}}{dt} = \\
\frac{m_i c_i}{\Delta x} \frac{T_{i-1,j} - T_{i,j}}{r_i} + \\
m_i c_i \frac{T_{i+1,j} - T_{i,j}}{r_i} + \\
2\tau \Delta x h_{i-1} \left( T_{i-1,j} - T_{i,j} \right)
\]

\(N_{u1} = \left[ 83.09 + 0.6^3 \right]
+ \left( 1.953 \left( RePr \frac{d_m}{L} \right)^{1/3} \right)
+ 0.924 Pr \left( Re \frac{d_m}{L} \right)^{1/3}
\]

\(N_{u2} = N_{u1} + \frac{\varepsilon}{B} \left( Re - \frac{2300}{Pr} \right) \frac{1.08 + 12.39 \frac{\varepsilon}{B} \left( Pr^{2/3} - 1 \right)}{1 + \left( \frac{d_m}{L} \right)^{2/3} \left( \frac{Pr}{Pr_{sw}} \right)^{0.11}}
\)

\(Re = \frac{\rho w d}{\mu} ; Pr = \frac{c_p \mu}{k} ; N_{u} = \frac{h D}{k}
\)

### 3.2 The CFD model

The geometry and operating parameters of the system shown in Table 2 were used to develop both models. In the case of the mathematical model, the algorithm allows all parameters to be changed. The corresponding CFD model was constructed according to [13]. Three discrete models were created and the effect of surface element size on the results was investigated (Fig. 7). In addition, in order a correct determination of the velocity and temperature profile, the near-the-wall layer was prepared so that \(\gamma=1\). The parameters of the discrete models are shown in Table 3. Mesh 3 has been selected. Fig. 8 shows a comparison between the two models for the temperature distribution on the inner pipe wall at the end of the pipe. As can be observed, the results of both modelling converge.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layer</th>
<th>t, °C</th>
<th>p, MPa</th>
<th>ø, mm</th>
<th>а, mm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Steam</td>
<td>590</td>
<td>26.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top coat</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bond coat</td>
<td>317.9</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>68.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tube 1</td>
<td>322.9</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>45.8</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steam</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>68.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tube 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insulation</td>
<td>857</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>68.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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Table 1. The CFD discretization parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mesh no.</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Element size in axial direction</td>
<td>0.02 m</td>
<td>0.015 m</td>
<td>0.012 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of elements:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circumference</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tube 1 wall</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tube 2 wall</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supercritical steam</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First layer height</td>
<td>y^+=1</td>
<td>y^+=1</td>
<td>y^+=1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Layers</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub-critical steam</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First layer height</td>
<td>y^+=1</td>
<td>y^+=1</td>
<td>y^+=1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Layers</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nodes</td>
<td>7.2e6</td>
<td>12e6</td>
<td>19.9e6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4 Results

A double-pipe system with a length of 10 m was the object of the research. Due to the high steam parameters associated with the high boiler output and consequently the high velocity of both fluids, the change in steam temperature at the outlet of the system is negligible. Thus, attention has been paid to the temperature distribution on the wall of the inner pipe. Fig. 8 shows the influence of the use of thermal barrier coatings on the temperature distribution in the wall of the internal pipe (tube no. 1). The results of mathematical modelling were compared with the results of CFD modelling. The temperature distribution in both cases is almost the same. The mathematical model has a huge advantage when it comes to computation time. Analysis of any, even full transient operating state of such a pipeline can be carried out in a very short time. In the case of CFD modelling, with limited computing power, simulation of transients is almost impossible. Figs. 9-10 present the stationary temperature field at the wall of the internal tube. As it can be observed, the temperature difference between the inner and outer surfaces is the same. However, when using TBCs, the sharp temperature drop occurs in the protective layer, while the pipe wall temperature gradient is no longer so high. The transient analysis studied the temperature change of the inner and outer surface of the internal tube as a result of step temperature change (Fig. 11) of the ultra-supercritical steam. The results were compared with the case in which the thick-walled component is covered with TBCs (Fig. 12). Furthermore, Fig. 13 shows how the temperature distribution at the pipe wall changes at the moment when the temperature of the steam is increased by the same step (from 590 to 600 °C), i.e. for the moment t= 0 s and for the moment t= 5 s. The non-stationary temperature field analysis shows that even a small step increase in the temperature of the hot steam can cause an increase in the temperature difference between the inner and outer walls. A higher temperature gradient can cause the permissible thermal stresses to be exceeded. The use of a protective layer should minimise this effect, as can be observed in Figs. 12, 14. Since the largest temperature drop occurs at the coating, the temperature change in the pipe at transients will be very small. In the boilers, the start-up and shut-down rates are defined by standards. Normally, due to the increase in temperature difference between the inner and outer wall, the heating rates of thick-walled components such as the drum are limited to 5-10 K/min. The use of TBCs significantly reduces the effect of a change in ambient temperature on the temperature difference within the wall of the component. Moreover, this difference is smaller, which not only makes it possible to improve the dynamics of their operation but also to use more cost-effective materials. This may encourage further research into the coating itself and into changing the heating or cooling rate of thick-walled components. Nevertheless, it would be desirable to make a simulation of the full transient operating state of the boiler: from start-up to shut-down. The results presented show the correct behaviour of the mathematical model.
Table 1. The CFD discretization parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mesh no.</th>
<th>Element size in axial direction (m)</th>
<th>No. of elements:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>Circumference 80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>Tube 1 wall 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>Tube 2 wall 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Supercritical steam:
- First layer height $y_+ = 1$
- Layers 52
- Nodes $7.2 \times 10^6$

Sub-critical steam:
- First layer height $y_+ = 1$
- Layers 40
- Nodes $4 \times 10^6$

Results:
A double-pipe system with a length of 10 m was the object of the research. Due to the high steam parameters associated with the high boiler output and consequently the high velocity of both fluids, the change in steam temperature at the outlet of the system is negligible. Thus, attention has been paid to the temperature distribution on the wall of the inner pipe. Fig. 8 shows the influence of the use of thermal barrier coatings on the temperature distribution in the wall of the internal pipe (tube no. 1).

The results of mathematical modelling were compared with the results of CFD modelling. The temperature distribution in both cases is almost the same. The mathematical model has a huge advantage when it comes to computation time. Analysis of any, even full transient operating state of such a pipeline can be carried out in a very short time. In the case of CFD modelling, with limited computing power, simulation of transients is almost impossible.

Figs. 9-10 present the stationary temperature field at the wall of the internal tube. As it can be observed, the temperature difference between the inner and outer surfaces is the same. However, when using TBCs, the sharp temperature drop occurs in the protective layer, while the pipe wall temperature gradient is no longer so high.

The transient analysis studied the temperature change of the inner and outer surface of the internal tube as a result of step temperature change (Fig. 11) of the ultra-supercritical steam. The results were compared with the case in which the thick-walled component is covered with TBCs (Fig. 12). Furthermore, Fig. 13 shows how the temperature distribution at the pipe wall changes at the moment when the temperature of the steam is increased by the same step (from 590 to 600 °C), i.e. for the moment $t = 0$ s and for the moment $t = 5$ s. The non-stationary temperature field analysis shows that even a small step increase in the temperature of the hot steam can cause an increase in the temperature difference between the inner and outer walls. A higher temperature gradient can cause the permissible thermal stresses to be exceeded. The use of a protective layer should minimise this effect, as can be observed in Figs. 12, 14. Since the largest temperature drop occurs at the coating, the temperature change in the pipe at transients will be very small.

In the boilers, the start-up and shut-down rates are defined by standards. Normally, due to the increase in temperature difference between the inner and outer wall, the heating rates of thick-walled components such as the drum are limited to 5-10 K/min. The use of TBCs significantly reduces the effect of a change in ambient temperature on the temperature difference within the wall of the component. Moreover, this difference is smaller, which not only makes it possible to improve the dynamics of their operation but also to use more cost-effective materials. This may encourage further research into the coating itself and into changing the heating or cooling rate of thick-walled components. Nevertheless, it would be desirable to make a simulation of the full transient operating state of the boiler: from start-up to shut-down.

The results presented show the correct behaviour of the mathematical model.

Fig. 9. CFD and mathematical model summary of temperature distribution on the internal pipe wall.

Fig. 10. CFD and mathematical model summary of temperature distribution on the internal pipe wall.

Fig. 11. Temperature change at the inner wall and on the outer wall of the pipe as a function of the step change in steam temperature.

Fig. 12. Temperature change at the inner wall, behind the protective layer and on the outer wall of the pipe as a function of the step change in steam temperature.

Fig. 13. Temperature distribution of the inner wall and on the outer wall of the pipe as a function of the step change in steam temperature.

Fig. 14. Temperature distribution of the inner wall and on the outer wall of the pipe as a function of the step change in steam temperature.
**5 Conclusions**

TBCs coatings can reduce the wear and tear on expensive alloys that are used in the design of ultra-supercritical boilers. The space and aerospace industries have been using TBCs successfully for several decades. However, there is a lack of research that focuses on their use in high-pressure steam boiler components. Their properties can increase the creep and fatigue resistance of thick-walled boiler components. In the era of increasing demand for electricity and a greater share of renewable energy sources, the power availability and efficiency of new-build units is one of the most important criteria in the design process. Consequently, there is a need to investigate coatings and their effects on stressed boiler components. It is also necessary to study their performance characteristics, which is limited by thermal stresses resulting from the temperature difference between the inner and outer wall. In transient operating states, this difference can easily exceed the permissible value. This work aimed to propose a mathematical model of a high-efficiency pipeline cooling system in which ultra-supercritical steam flows. The system consists of two pipes. The surface of the inner pipe, in which ultra-supercritical steam flows, is coated with TBCs. Steam with lower parameters flows through the outer channel so that the wall of the inner pipe can be cooled. In the proposed model, the Galerkin method is used so that the time-varying temperatures at each node of the finite element can be determined. The direct results show the correct behaviour of the mathematical model, which was also compared with the corresponding CFD model. The use of a protective coating with a low thermal conductivity coefficient results in a reduction of the temperature gradient in the pipe wall. Further work will focus on comparing the results of the numerical calculations with the analytical calculations and measurements from the test stand. The validation of the work will allow for a complete analysis of the transient state of the pipeline operation. The proposed model can also be the subject of studies concerning fracture of this type of coatings, as well as studies that will focus on improving the start-up or shut-down process of the units.
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